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I. COMPREHENSION 

   
                               THE BOAT PARADE  
  
The boats are floating along the lakeshore.   

 It is the summer boat parade. There are motorboats,  

rowboats and sailboats. Jessica’s favourite is the yellow motorboat with the flag.  

The rowboat decorated with flowers is Lisa’s favourite. 

 Tony likes the purple sailboat. The boats float by one at a time. 

 The people on the boats wave at the crowds.  

The crowds cheer the boats. The boat parade is so much fun to watch.  

It is the best part of the summer.  

QUESTIONS  
 

1. Where are the boats floating?  

Ans. _______________________________________________________________________  

2. What kind of boats are there?  

Ans. _______________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________  

3. What is Jessica’s favourite boat?  

Ans. _______________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

4. What is the best part of summer?  

Ans. _______________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

5. Write down the rhyming words for the following from the passage.  

Goat – ____________________  

Gun – ____________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 



II.    GRAMMAR   
 

A. Complete the sentences using the correct phrases and clauses from the box.   
 

fruits and 
vegetables   

before you 
leap   

last week  on the top 
shelf   

because it is a 
public holiday   

  
1. The educational institution is closed ________________________________.  

2. My father went to buy __________________________________________.  

3. I ran into Rohan ______________________________.  

4. The magazines are kept ______________________________________.   

5. You should look ________________________________.   

 

B. State whether the underlined words are phrases (P) or clauses (C).  
 

1. My family and I went out for dinner after the game.                         _____________  

2. The man whose arm was broken last week won the game yesterday. ____________  

3.  Harley’s puppy went missing on a stormy night.                              _____________  

4.  It is too bad that Ms. Ellie is leaving.                                               ______________  

C. Complete these phrases with suitable words.  
 

1. a pair of __________________________________  

2. a basket of ___________________________  

3. under the _______________________   

4. a cup of _______________________  

     III. Vocabulary   

A. Complete these sentences using take or bring.  
 

1. Can you ______________ a toy car for Rohan while coming back from office? said my 

mother.   

2. Can you _____________________ this suitcase to Mr. Ram on the third floor?  

3. If you go to Kashmir, _______________ lots of warm clothes.  

4. _______________ the craft materials from upstairs. 

  

B. Choose the correct phrasal verbs to complete the sentences.  
 

Look back   Look in   Look after   Look up   

  
1. I promised to ______________________ my sister’s kittens while she’s away.  

2. Every time I ______________________ on those years, I think about those sweet memories 

with my old friends.   



3. They did not know the meaning of ‘fragile’. So, we had to ____________________ the 

dictionary.   

4. Sweety has been unwell. So, I decided to _______________ to see if she was feeling better.  

 

C. Place exclamation marks or full stops in these sentences.   
 

1. Oh   What a beautiful place   

2. I am going to Dubai next week  

3. Please do not make noise  

4. Hooray  exclaimed the students  

    IV. WRITING  

Write 10-12 sentences describing what happened in the first and second scene of the play.  

You may begin like this -   

The brothers, Ahmed and Abdulla, returned home after a harvest festival.  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 


